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COURSE REVIEW - HOLIDAY MEADOWS

The Holiday Meadows Golf Course
is a 9-hole facility just minutes off
exit 123 on I-69. When driving on
I-69 between exits 123 and 118, you
can see most of the holes on the south
side of the highway.
The golf course is surrounded by a
residential area. There isn’t a driving
range but is a large putting green surface.
There are five sets of tees, ranging
from 2,505 to 3,501 yards tailors to
golfers of all levels.
And, by playing two different tees
in an 18-hole round, gives the golfer a
different look for each nine.
To avoid waiting for an open tee

Above, the ninth and finishing hole at Holiday Meadows. It measures anywhere from 284 yards to 392 yards.
The second shot to the green must carry this ditch with the rocks on the right about 50 yards away from the
green. There is a sand trap on the right side of the fairway. Your tee shot should be on the left side of the fairway
for a better look to the green.
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time on your second trip through
make your second tee for later in the
day . . . in between tee times, enjoy
sitting in the clubhouse with a beverage and an ice-cream product from
their fully-stock ice cream chest. The
course also has a large fleet of motorized carts along with state-of-the-art,
three-wheeled pull carts.

Monday through Thursday rates are
$12 walking and $18 riding for nine
and $17 walking and $28 riding for
18 holes. Weekends are $13 and $19
for nine; $18 and $29 for 18. Seniors
(55-over and before noon) are $9 and
$15 for nine and $15 and $22 for 18.
FRIDAYS everyone is a senior all
day long.
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The first hole, right, starts near
the clubhouse as it heads out toward
the area where you can see most of
the next seven holes when driving by
I-69.
The hole plays anywhere from 296
to 406 yards. There is a large sand
bunker in the front of green which
forces a full carry to the middle of
the green.
The No. 1 tee area, below, has several trees along the left side of the
fairway.
Best position is to the right side of
the fairway for a good look to the
green.
Below right, the par-3, No. 2 hole
has a pond to the right of it.
Don’t be long as there is a large
sand bunker and a bush right behind the green. It plays anywhere
from 117 yards to 167 with two sets
of tee boxes depending on the distance you are hitting to the green.
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Above, the No. 3 hole doglegs to the left and measures from 308 to 426 yards. Your tee shot needs to be to the right side of the fairway for a clear shot
into the green. There is a sand bunker behind the green. No. 5, above right, is another long par-4 from the tips at 415 yards. There is a sand bunker to the
left front of the green. The is the first of three holes next to the I-69 highway. There are large berms along the rough on the highway side of the fairway to
help keep the wind down. Below left, is the view on No. 5 from behind the green toward the tee box. Below right, is the first of back-to-back par-5s. This
one measures from 408 to 595 yards in length. The hole is fairly straight and has three sand bunkers surrounding the green.
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Left, is the view from the tee box on No. 6 while below left, is the view from
behind the green on No. 7 which is another par-5. Measures anywhere from 419
to 530 yards. It is a dogleg right with a large body of water running down the
right side of the fairway. Below right, is the view from one of the tee boxes on
the No. 8 par-3 hole, The hole measures anywhere from 110 yards to 197 yards.
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The No. 9 hole has a narrow chute
to hit through on your second shot.
You must be aware that there is a
ditch just in front of the green.
Below right, shows another view
of the large putting green along with
showing the many motorized carts
Holiday Meadows has to offer.
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Above, shows the view from the other tee box on No. 8. While these tees play shorter,
there is sand bunker to carrry to reach the green. The green slopes down from left to
right.
Right, a young boy, tries his hand putting with a wood. The Holiday Meadows Golf
Course is a fun tract to play.
What you see from the highway is basically what you get from playing the course.
Many of the greens are large in size and the course is very playable for all skill
levels.
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